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package one: $350
30 edited images

1 hour of shooting
1 versatile location

2 outfits

individual portrait packages
[ideal for newborns, children, seniors, expectant mothers + more]

package two: $500
60 edited images

2 hour of shooting
1 versatile location

4 outfits

please note: session time is only a general idea! with my experience, most 
shoots, i am able to wrap up earlier than expected!



where will we take the photos?

the location is completely your choice! 
my ultimate goal is to have the final images reflect 

your unique personality, so let’s find somewhere equally as 
beautiful as you!

love the city vibe? let’s shoot downtown.
have a flower obsession? we can find a magical garden.

. . .

of course, i have some ‘go-to’ locations to help you out if needed! 
but i love trying out new places, so if you’re down.. so am i!

[during our email process, we will discuss the vision and all of your great  
ideas! you do know this is all about you, right?]

please note: depending on the distance of the location, there could possibly be a $20 travel fee.



personalize your session
[add ons are optional, but they’re here if you need them!]

we love classic photos:
black & white copies of all final images: $20

need more style options?
each additional outfit: $50/outfit

waited until the last-minute? don’t worry:
two-day return of images: $75



how will i get my photos?
1-2 weeks after your session,

you will receive an email including a link 
to all of the digital files.

be sure to download & save the images to your computer ASAP 
because the link will expire after a couple days!

these files are yours forever! feel free to print them, share 
them online, and show your friends & family!



ready to book? let’s do it!

step one: hello@paytonhartsell.com 
email me your package choice & a few separate dates that 

could potentially work for your session.

step two: secure your date!
i do require a 50% deposit prior to the shoot

 via Venmo or PayPal 
[the other half is due at the time of the session]

once the deposit is received, 
your session will be set in stone and we’ll be good to go!

please note: if the weather is not the best, either of us is sick, or something wild happened, 
we can reschedule! your deposit will still be valid or a refund can be issued. however, if a cancellation 

occurs less than a week before your session or you do not show up, the deposit is non-refundable. 

[eek! i’m so glad you’ve picked me as your photographer! we are going to 
have the best time. i hope you’re just as excited as i am!]
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let’s make some ART!



this is gonna be fun!


